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Introduction
BrunoB had his own personal website for years, featuring some of Canada's sexiest strippers and call
girls. Now he has partnered with a much bigger network of sites and his unique style is finding a much
bigger audience than ever before!

Adult Review
BruoBReloaded is part of the ever growing PornstarNetwork that adds new sites almost every week. If you take a look at the
right side of this review, you get access to this site and every other one listed in the Included Sites. That is a cock-breaking,
mind-numbing, dream size collection of top quality hardcore sites all available to you for the price of this one membership.
  
  BrunoB had his own site for a while. It was pretty successful on it's own actually. A Canadian from the Montreal area,
Bruno started bringing home hot chicks from the local clubs, ordering call girls from top agencies and gathering gorgeous
girls from anywhere else he could find them so that he could get them back to his place for a deep, hard fucking.
  
  About four months ago he was contacted by the PornstarNetwork and they agreed to partner with him on his site. Helping
him to get a steady flow of pussy and adding his giant collection of Canadian whores to their network offerings.
  
  The site is nicely sorted into 42 English slut updates and 54 French-Canadian cum-targets. That we you can pick and choose
what kind of Mapleleaf vagina you are in the mood for. If the accent turns you on, these girls have hot ones... if you want a
twat that speaks perfect English there are plenty of them as well.
  
  The one thing all the scenes have in common in Bruno's ability to get great performances out of these babes. He makes them
comfortable and gets them to let their guard down a bit, the sex is natural and without the fake attitudes that many smut
scenes are known for. The fucking and sucking is both fun and rough at the same time... a delicate balance that is maintained
throughout the site.
  
  Videos are available in a few different formats to keep both broadband and dialup users happy. Updates can also be
downloaded as one-click full scenes or as smaller segments. The interface of this site and the network as a whole are both
excellent. 
  
  The video itself is in 480x360 and is shot in point of view style by BrunoB himself as he bangs out these women. It's the
closest thing you will get to buying your own camera and filming yourself nailing the hottest women of the North without
going to a video store and gathering up your own set of bitches.
  
  Each scene also comes with plenty of pictures in high-res 720x480 format. Not good enough quality to bother printing out,
but plenty good enough to look through when deciding which scene to download next.
  
  BrunoB keeps the action moving, is funny enough to entertain these whores and knows what he is doing once he peels their
panties off of them. At $29.95, along with that whole list of included sites as part of the same network... this site is tough to
beat.... but easy to beat-off to!

Porn Summary
BrunoBReloaded is a great example of what can happen when an independent smut site and a large pornstar network join
forces with the common goal of satisfying their members. Definitely a package deal worth checking out, and one you are
likely to stay a member of for a long time after you join.
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The Tongue says 'BrunoB brings you the hottest women of Canada with a fun attitude and a hardcore style.'
Quality: 87  Updates: 91 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 87
Support: 86 Unique: 90    Taste: 91        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Load My Mouth (91) ,Swallow Me POV (90) ,Swallow Squirt (90) ,Cover My Face (88) ,Deep In Cream (88) ,Feet Frenzy
(87) ,Sperm Cocktail (86) ,Real Squirt (85) ,Bang Me Boys (84) ,Flirty Pussy (84) ,Heavenly Knockers (84) ,Hardcore
Gangstas (83) ,Girly Gang Bang (83) ,Only DP (83) ,Fuck That Asian (82) ,The Lucky Man (80) ,I Love It Black (80) ,Lex
Steele (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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